Abstract. The macroscopic behaviour of stationary micromagnetic phenomena can be modelled by a relaxed version of the Landau-Lifshitz minimization problem. In the limit of large and soft magnets Ω, it is reasonable to exclude the exchange energy and convexify the remaining energy densities. The numerical analysis of the resulting minimization problem
Introduction
Numerical simulations of stationary micromagnetic phenomena are most-frequently based on a mathematical model named after Landau and Lifshitz [2, 10] . Therein, one minimizes the energy functional The model description is completed by a non-convex side-constraint given by the pointwise length condition on the magnetization vector, namely |m(x)| = 1 for almost every x ∈ Ω. (1.3) Any of the summands in (1.1) favours another property of an energy minimizing magnetization. First, uniaxial materials such as Cobalt allow the uni-axial anisotropy energy
for all |x| = 1 (1. 4) with given easy axis e ∈ R d , a fixed unit vector, which favours magnetizations m aligned with e. Second, the exterior energy favours magnetizations m aligned to the exterior field f . Third, the magnetic energy vanishes for divergence free magnetizations as seen in (1.2); notice that (1.2) involves a boundary condition [∂u/∂n] = −m · n for the jump [·] on ∂Ω, where n denotes the outer normal vector on ∂Ω. Fourth, the exchange energy penalizes changes in the magnetization m and so yields Weissian domains and rapidly changes at the Bloch walls between those.
The macroscopic material behaviour for large and soft magnets, however, is conserved in the case α = 0. Then, the model lacks classical solutions in general [12] and hence has to be relaxed by considering measure valued solutions [16] or by convexification [6, 20] . Notice that the convexified problem is the mathematical foundation of the so-called phase theory [10, p184] .
Throughout this paper, the focus is on the numerical approximation of macroscopic quantities such as the magnetic potential u or the space-averages of the magnetization vector m. In fact, in a certain limit configuration of soft-large bodies, α → 0 and then E 0 is the correct model with generalized solutions. The well-posed macroscopic values of which are u and m that minimize the convexified model E * * 0 . We refer to [6, 20] for justifications of this and the proof of Here, φ * * is the convexified density defined by φ * * (x) = sup ϕ(x) ϕ : R d → R convex and ϕ| S ≤ φ for |x| ≤ 1, where S = x ∈ R d |x| = 1 denotes the unit sphere. Then, the relaxed problem (RP ) reads:
In contrast to the ill-posed problem E 0 , its convexification is well-posed. In particular, the minimum of E * * 0 (A) is attained in A. The numerical analysis of the model in [4, 19] considers d = 2 only, replaces the entire space R d in (1.2) by a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω containing Ω, and solves for u ∈ H 1 0 ( Ω). The potential u is discretized by a non-conforming u h and a piecewise constant m h on Ω. The choice of u h as a conforming, piecewise affine, and globally continuous finite element scheme leads to instabilities [4, 19] . In this paper, we treat (1.2) exactly via an integral representation, i.e. u = Lm with a linear convolution operator L and Pm := ∇(Lm), cf. Theorem 2.1. The algorithmical realization of P is less obvious and discussed in Subsection 4.1. The advantage is that the resulting model requires only one discretization, e.g., by piecewise constant approximations m h . Those allow exact fullfillment of the side-constraint |m h | ≤ 1 involved approximately by a penalization procedure. The resulting discrete minimization problem is to minimize
where T is a partition of Ω. According to the a priori error analysis, the T -piecewise constant penalization function ε ∈ L 0 (T ; R >0 ) will be a power of the local mesh-size later on. It turns out that the error analysis of [4] essentially carries over to the situation presented in Section 3 and generalizes to d = 2, 3.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the Euler-Lagrange equations related to (RP ) and gives an alternate proof of the uniqueness of the solution of (RP ) in the uniaxial case. The discrete problem (RP ε,h ) is formulated and unique existence of discrete solutions is discussed. Section 3 presents the assertion and proofs of a priori and a posteriori error estimates. Section 4 displays details on a possible implementation: the computation of a discrete solution by a Newton-Raphson scheme (Subsection 4.1), an indicator-based adaptive mesh-refinement (Subsection 4.2), the implementation of the proposed refinement indicators (Subsection 4.3), and the efficient realization of the involved integral operator P by an H-matrix approach (Subsection 4.4). Sections 5-7 report on the results of careful numerical studies. The first and second example provide a closed formula for the smooth and non-smooth exact solution with a computable error m − m h L 2 (Ω) . Empirical evidence supports the choice of the penalty parameter ε = h 3/2 and the superiority of adaptive mesh-refining strategies over uniform meshes. The real-life scientific computing in Section 7 with unknown solution shows, very much in surprizing contrast to [4] , that almost no local mesh-refinement is required.
Preliminaries
This section is devoted to the Euler-Lagrange equations related to (RP ) which characterize the minimizers and introduces the proposed discretization by a penalization strategy. For (RP ) and the discrete problem (RP ε,h ) we prove unique existence of solutions in the uniaxial case.
The magnetic potential is modelled via a Newton integral representation as in [14, 13] . The subsequent theorem gathers the required properties of the respective integral operator together. Proofs can be found in [18] although we expect that the result is known to the experts. The Newtonian kernel G :
where the constant γ d := |S| > 0 denotes the surface measure of the unit sphere.
The potential Lm can be represented as a convolution operator
where m = (m 1 , . . . , m d ) is trivially extended [by zero] from Ω to R d (so that the convolution is formally well-defined).
Remark 2.1. For d = 3 it can be shown that the convolution Lm from (2.3) already is in [18] .
Since the energy functional E * * 0 from (1.5) is convex and (Gâteaux-) differentiable, the minima are equivalently characterized by the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations [6] . Thus, problem (RP ) (RP ) (RP ) reads:
2 , where e ∈ R d is the easy axis and {e, z 2 , . . Proof. Existence of solutions of (RP ) is obtained by the direct method of the calculus of variations. For any solutions (λ j , m j ) of (RP ) and δ δ δ = m 2 − m 1 equation (2.4) yields
By orthogonality of P, we have Pδ δ δ ; δ δ δ L 2 (Ω) = Pδ δ δ L 2 (Ω) ≥ 0. Further, convexity yields that the second term in (2.6) is non-negative. Direct calculation shows the same for the last term [4, Proof of Theorem 2.1]. Thus, all three terms vanish. Hence, Pδ δ δ = 0, i.e. the potentials coincide and moreover δ δ δ is (weakly) divergence free in R d by definition of P (and L), see Equation (2.2) in Theorem 2.1. In the model case we may assume that the easy axis e = e 1 is the first standard unit vector. The vanishing second term in (2.6) shows that δ δ δ vanishes in all but the e 1 direction. Now use a standard mollification argument: For any test function
Hence ψ * δ δ δ is constant in e 1 direction and must therefore vanish. This shows δ δ δ = 0. From (2.4) and (2.5) we infer that λ j is uniquely determined by (m j , f ). Therefore uniqueness of m j implies uniqueness of λ j .
Let T = {T 1 , . . . , T N } be a finite family of pairwise disjoint non-empty open sets T j which satisfy Ω = N j=1 T j . The space of all T -piecewise constant functions is denoted by L 0 (T ) and
The discrete problem (RP ε,h ) (RP ε,h ) (RP ε,h ) reads as follows: Given a penalization parameter ε ∈ L 0 (T )
where λ h ∈ L 0 (T ) is defined by
) are the Euler-Lagrange equations of the minimization problem related to the convex functional from (1.7) and the finite dimensional space A = L 0 (T ) d . Thus, the existence of solutions of the discrete problem (RP ε,h ) follows by the direct method of the calculus of variations.
Theorem 2.3. The discrete Problem (RP ε,h ) has at least one solution. For any two solutions (λ 1 , m 1 ), (λ 2 , m 2 ) of (RP ε,h ), the magnetic potentials Lm j coincide. In the uniaxial model case (1.4), we have uniqueness of the discrete solution, i.e.
Proof. The same proof as for Theorem 2.2 applies for the discrete setting as well.
Remark 2.4. (a)
If the elements T ∈ T are rectangular, it can easily be shown that (independent of φ * * ) the solution (λ h , m h ) of (RP ε,h ) is unique. The easy proof just needs that for two discrete solutions (
Consider the set T * := T ∈ T δ δ δ| T = 0 and Ω * := T T ∈ T * and argue by contradiction: If T * is not empty, we have δ δ δ · n = 0 almost everywhere by the Gauss divergence theorem, where n is the outer normal vector on ∂Ω * . Using that δ δ δ is T * -piecewise constant the contradiction easily follows. (b) The preceding argument applies to more general (but not for all) triangulations T .
A Priori And A Posteriori Error Control
This section provides an a priori and a posteriori error analysis for the proposed discrete scheme (RP ε,h ) with or without a further monotonicity assumption (3.4) on φ * * valid in the uniaxial case (1.4).
(Note, that according to convexity, the second term on the left-hand side is also non-negative.)
Proof. To abbreviate notation, define d := Dφ * * (m) and d h := Dφ * * (m h ). Using the orthogonal projection P and the Cauchy inequality, we infer
According to the Galerkin orthogonality
the last term in (3.2) may be written as 
Since (·)
Combining the last two results with two Cauchy inequalities, we conclude (3.1).
Theorem 3.2. Let (λ, m) and (λ h , m h ) solve (RP ) and (RP ε,h ) respectively and assume that there is a constant
Then, there is a constant c 2 > 0 which depends only on c 1 such that
Proof. Use notation from the proof of Theorem 3.1. Direct calculation with Galerkin orthogonality, orthogonal projections (·) T and P, and simple use of the Cauchy inequality shows
whence LHS of (3.5) ≤ 5 × RHS of (3.6). Assumption (3.4) allows to dominate the last two terms by Theorem 3.1 which leads to
on the righthand side with c 3 := 5 max{1, c −1
by pointwise application and integration over Ω. Finally, the second term is dominated by
and a second application of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.4. (a) In fact, the last term on the right-hand side of (3 .7) is not an a posteriori term but can always be dominated by an application of the Hölder inequality and (1.6)
where we used the side-constraint
Remark 3.5. We did not succeed to derive an a posteriori bound for the a priori term
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Adopt notation from the proof of Theorem 3.1. By definition of the discretization scheme, we have 
In the scalar product m − m h may be replaced my m − m T due to orthogonality of (·) T . Inserting λm − λ h m h from (3.8) into the integrand and serious use of the Cauchy inequality yield the assertion.
Numerical Algorithms
This section is devoted to the implementation of (RP ε,h ) for the uniaxial case (1.4) in Matlab. The discrete problem (RP ε,h ) leads to a nonlinear systems of equations solved by a Newton-Raphson scheme. The Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 describe an adaptive mesh-refinement based on refinement indicators motivated by Theorem 3.3 and the practical computation of the refinement indicators. The computation of both, the Galerkin element and the computation of the refinement indicators, involves the integral operator P and hence leads to dense matrices. Subsection 4.4 gives an outlook at their efficient approximation with an H-matrix approach.
Computation of the Discrete Solution m
respectively, and for all 1
the Equation (2.7) is equivalent to the nonlinear system F(x) = 0 with
Thus, the discrete scheme needs the computation of the matrix
Provided all T j ∈ T are bounded Lipschitz domains, the following lemma allows for the exact computation of (4.3).
Lemma 4.1 ( [11, 18] ). Let m, m ∈ R d and let ω, ω ⊆ R d be bounded Lipschitz domains with outer normals n, n, respectively. Then, where the refinement indicators µ T , η T , for T ∈ T , are defined by 
Compute approximation m h with respect to the to current triangulation T (n) and ε ∈ L 0 (T (n) ), ε| T j := ε j , by Newton-Raphson scheme. (iii) Compute error estimators µ and η from (4.5) and refinement indicators η j := η T j and µ j := µ T j from (4.6). (iv) Mark an element T j ∈ T (n) provided η j ≥ θ max 1≤k≤N η k for η-adaptive mesh-refinement and provided µ j ≥ θ max 1≤k≤N µ k for µ-adaptive mesh-refinement. (v) Refine the marked elements, update n → n + 1, and go to (i). 
4.3.
Implementation of the Refinement Indicators. The L 1 norm in the definition of µ T and η T , respectively, was computed by a (2 × 2)-tensor Gauss quadrature rule. The following lemma shows that the point evaluation of Pm h is well-defined outside the skeleton of T .
, where S := ∂T T ∈ T denotes the skeleton of the triangulation. Moreover, the derivative Pm h = ∇(Lm h ) can be computed pointwise by
where n(y) denotes the outer normal with respect to T ∈ T and S ⊆ R d the unit sphere. 
Proof. For the Lipschitz domain T ∈ T , the Newtonian potential of the characteristic function satisfies
Computing the k-th partial derivative of Lm h via (4.8), we verify the assertion.
Remark 4.5. Note that the singularities of Pm h on the skeleton S are quite weak since it can be shown that Pm h ∈ L p (Ω; R d ) for all 1 < p < ∞, see [18] . This seems to justify the computation of the L 1 norms by a simple quadrature rule. .3) has certain symmetry properties. To decrease computation time and memory, H-and H 2 -matrix approaches can be used [1, 11, 18, 17] , where A is replaced by an approximation A. 
Proof. The lemma follows from standard results on convolutions.
The idea of the H 2 -matrix approach is to approximate the kernel
m 2 on ∪σ resp. ∪τ be given and define
(y) for (x, y) ∈ ∪σ × ∪τ.
For T j ∈ σ and T k ∈ τ there holds the approximation
(y) dy For fixed α, β, consider the matrix B ∈ R N ×N sym , B jk := A(χ T j e α , χ T k e β ). With the matrices (4.9), the submatrix B| σ×τ from B satisfies
The use of the latter approximation significantly reduces the computational cost for assembling the matrix B| σ×τ provided max{M 1 , M 2 } < min{|σ|, |τ |}.
Remark 4.7. Notice that only the matrix D in (4.9) depends on α and β and the matrix A can be approximated by the block-matrix A with blocks of H 2 -matrix type. The time to assemble the matrix A could be highly decreased by use of the indicated H 2 -matrix approach. However, all experiments in this paper have been made using the exactly computed matrix A, but the much cheaper H 2 -matrix approach leads to (almost) the same accuracy, in linear complexity. [Since the present implementation is in Matlab, comparisons will appear in [17] .] Remark 4.8. The computation of the refinement indicators can also be based on an Hmatrix approach since the computation of Pm h (x) corresponds to a collocation method with the double layer potential, cf. Lemma 4.3.
Numerical Example With Exact Solution
The unit square Ω = (0, 1) 2 is filled with a uni-axial magnetic material (1.4) with easy axis
and λ(x) := 0 for |x| < 1, 1 for |x| ≥ 1.
In all our numerical experiments we replaced Pm on the right-hand side of (5.2) by Pm T for the elementwise integral means m T of m. Recall that Lemma 4.1 allows the exact integration of Pm T . figure 5.1 shows discrete solutions m h for the penalization parameter α = 1. for 12 values of α. Any choice of α ≥ 1 seems to result in a linear convergence while values α < 1 seem to result in smaller experimental convergence rates (until α = 1/4 with almost no convergence). The length |m h (x)| for |x| > 1 and α = 1/2 are about 1.1 compared to ≤ 1.01 for α = 3/2, cf. Figure 5 .1. The value α = 3/2 is recommended throughout all examples of this paper. Theoretical estimates concern the z direction of m − m h exclusively. In the numerical examples, however, linear convergence is observed also for the easy axis direction e. Notice that m is essentially smooth and hence adaptive mesh-refinements cannot improve the experimental convergence rates further.
In conclusion, the first example gives empirical support for the a priori analysis and the choice of the penalization parameter. As indicated by Theorem 3.2, the choice of ε = h α with α ≥ 1 appears to be necessary for optimal experimental convergence behaviour. The lower order of convergence for a choice of α < 1 can be explained as follows: Theorem 3.2 show the L 2 convergence λ h m h → λm in Ω, in particular, on the restricted domain ω := x ∈ Ω |x| ≥ 1 , i.e. the smaller α the larger is the length |m h |:
This section is devoted to the numerical approximation of a more singular magnetization
with a singular gradient at the three vertices (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) on the boundary of the magnetic body Ω = (0, 1)
2 . Here,
The remaining data φ, z, and f are as in Section 5. The magnetization vector m (6.1) and the error by the piecewise integral means are depicted in Figure 6 .1. We observe a larger elementwise L 2 error in Ω\ω and hence expect the necessity of adaptive mesh-refining for an effective computation. For a comparison, Figure 6 .2 displays the best approximation m T and its elementwise L 2 errors m − m T L 2 (T ) on an adapted mesh. The latter was generated by Algorithm 4.2 with the refinement indicator j := m − m T L 2 (T j ) , i.e. an element T j is marked in step (iv) if j ≥ 1/2 max 1≤k≤n k . The singularity at (1, 1) is visible in Figure 6 .1 and 6.2 as well as a refinement near the arc x ∈ Ω |(1, 1) − x| = 1 . There is no theoretical support that the refinement indicator j lead to optimal meshes; but it allows an interesting theoretical comparison. Also, heuristically we expect optimal meshes (asymptotically) since the mesh-refinement with respect to leads to meshes on which the best-approximation errors are equi-distributed.
A comparison between Figure 6 .1 and Figure 6 Figure 6 .4 by better results. Each of the two adaptive algorithms leads to optimal convergence rates and is (asymptotically) factor 2 for α = 1 resp. 1.3 for α = 3/2 worse than the best approximation errors. .5 illustrates the reliability-efficiency-gap [3] : What is reliable is not efficient and what is efficient is not (known to be) reliable. Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.1 show that the error terms are bounded from above by c 1 µ and c 2 (m)η and the later bound is of higher order but only valid for a smooth magnetization. The second estimate is also expected to be efficient (up to higher-order terms in the magnetization). Figure 6 .5 displays η and µ and clearly shows their different convergence rates. From Figure 6 .5 there is no support that adaptive is more effective than uniform mesh-refining. For comparison, the best approximation error is shown for uniform and optimal adapted meshes as well. Both adaptive strategies lead to optimal experimental convergence rate 1/2 in terms of numbers of elements.
Real-life Scientific Computing
The ferromagnetic body Ω = (−1/2, 1/2) × (−5/2, 5/2) is loaded with a constant applied magnetic field f := (0.6, 0) aligned with the easy axis e = (1, 0). Figure 7 .3 displays the magnetic potential u h = Lm h and the magnetization vectors m h on an adaptively generated mesh. The exact solution m is unknown. First numerical computations for this example have been performed in [4] . Although there the potential equation div(−∇u + m) = 0 in R 2 is discretized and solved by a finite element scheme for a bounded domain that surrounds Ω instead of the full space, we obtain similar results.
The initial mesh T 0 consists of 5 congruent squares with side-length 1. Figure 7 .1 shows η-adaptively generated meshes T 0 , . . . T 7 with N = 5, . . . , 1604 elements. We observe some mesh-refinement towards the 4 vertices of Ω which we might expect to be caused by singularities in the stray-field. However, this refinement seems to be accomplished in T 0 , . . . , T 6 as PSfrag replacements µ, unif., ε = h µ, η-ad., ε = h µ, µ-ad., ε = h η, unif., ε = h η, η-ad., ε = h η, µ-ad., ε = h µ, unif., ε = h 3/2 µ, η-ad., ε = h 3/2 µ, µ-ad., ε = h 3/2 η, unif., ε = h 3/2 η, η-ad., ε = h 3/2 η, µ-ad., ε = h 3/2 Figure 6 .5. Illustration of Reliability-Efficiency-Gap: Experimental convergence of the error estimators η and µ in Section 6 for uniform, η-adaptive, and µ-adaptive meshrefinement with penalization parameter ε = h or ε = h 3/2 . The improvement of the error by adaptive mesh-refinement strategies as shown in Figure 6 .4 is not reflected by the estimators. There is (up to a multiplicative constant) no improvement of the convergence behaviour by the adaptive mesh-refinement. as it follows from partial integration of (2.3). In comparison with a corresponding numerical experiment in [4] we see that the potential lines of the magnetic potential are not perpendicular on the boundary of the domain displayed. This is a consequence of the correct treatment of the stray field in the full space R 2 . More important, the discretization in [4] shows a strong refinement towards the vertices; much stronger than visible in Figure 7 .3 or 7.4. To monitor the asymptotic behaviour, Figure 7 .4 displays the error estimators µ and η. In comparison with uniform and η-and µ-adaptive mesh-refinement one deduces that, in this example, adaptivity is not important -there is a small improvement but one obtains essentially the same convergence rate for all three strategies. Our interpretation is that, very much to a surprise to us, there is no singularity in the integral-operator model at hand and so the formulation is indeed superior to that of [4] . Finally, Figure 7 .2 shows the discrete Lagrange multipliers λ h corresponding to the triangulations from Figure 7 .1. They do not indicate some particular resolution of the set {x ∈ Ω : λ h (x) = 0} (or some other level set of λ h ). uniform, η-adaptive, and µ-adaptive mesh-refinement and penalization parameter ε = h 3/2 . There is (up to a multiplicative constant) no improvement of the convergence behaviour by the adaptive mesh-refinement, although we obtain some local mesh-refinement towards the corners in Figure 7 .1.
